DISC 1 • COOL DOWN

5  YOU GIVE GOOD LOVE
14  SAVING ALL MY LOVE FOR YOU
10  GREATEST LOVE OF ALL
19  ALL AT ONCE
24  IF YOU SAY MY EYES ARE BEAUTIFUL
29  DIDN'T WE ALMOST HAVE IT ALL
34  WHERE DO BROKEN HEARTS GO
39  ALL THE MAN THAT I NEED
42  RUN TO YOU
48  I HAVE NOTHING
54  I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU
59  EXHALE (SHOO SHOO)
64  WHY DOES IT HURT SO BAD
70  I BELIEVE IN YOU AND ME
75  HEARTBREAK HOTEL
82  MY LOVE IS YOUR LOVE
94  SAME SCRIPT, DIFFERENT CAST
88  COULD I HAVE THIS KISS FOREVER

DISC 2 • THROW DOWN

112  FINE
118  IF I TOLD YOU THAT
101  IT'S NOT RIGHT BUT IT'S OKAY
124  MY LOVE IS YOUR LOVE
138  I LEARNED FROM THE BEST
146  STEP BY STEP
154  I'M EVERY WOMAN
163  QUEEN OF THE NIGHT
168  I WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU
177  LOVE WILL SAVE THE DAY
184  I'M YOUR BABY TONIGHT
200  SO EMOTIONAL
191  I WANNA DANCE WITH SOMEBODY (WHO LOVES ME)
206  HOW WILL I KNOW
214  GREATEST LOVE OF ALL
221  ONE MOMENT IN TIME
226  THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
YOU GIVE GOOD LOVE

Words and Music by
LA FORREST "LA LA" COPE

Moderately, with a beat $J = 76$

Verse 1:

1. I found out what I've been missing always on the run...

2. I've been looking for someone...